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Addressing the call to move beyond a simple genre classification of TV
shows as either substantive (hard) news or non-substantive (soft)
infotainment, we propose using social media reactions to determine a
program’s political relevance. Such an approach provides information that
goes beyond genre or content characteristics and reflects what really
reaches an audience. Analyzing tweets about two Dutch talk shows and four
U.S. primary debates, we show that audience responses to television
programs differ considerably regarding their political relevance. Thereby,
we demonstrate how examining online audience reactions can be employed
as a sophisticated and valid way to assess the political relevance of TV
programs.
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Introduction

Comparing political media today and some decades ago, it is hard to deny
that there have been dramatic changes. In this paper, we focus on two
trends that have become more prominent and are still evolving: (a) the
softening of political news and (b) the use of social media as a second
screen while watching political programming to express one’s thoughts and
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feelings. We demonstrate how data from this second screen may be
employed to analyze developments towards less substantive political
coverage in traditional media.

Focusing on the first development, “lighter” formats have been introduced
to convey political topics. While citizens have massively tuned out some
traditional news programming (Mindich, 2005) and moved from public to
commercials broadcasters (Bakker and Scholten, 2011), television
programs that combine political information with entertainment have
become increasingly popular (Williams and Delli Carpini, 2011). The
question, yet, remains how much political information such infotainment
provides. Infotainment, a neologism of “information” and “entertainment,”
implements characteristics of both news and entertainment programs in
one outlet (Otto, et al., 2016); yet, how much substantive information it
contains is difficult to assess.

Just as infotainment does, political debates do not only provide substantive
content but are for a large part driven by non-substantive format
characteristics, such as personal attacks (Racine Group, 2002) or hypes
(Fox, et al., 2005). Political debates and infotainment may thus be watched
to acquire political information but also out of hedonic motivations — simply
because they are entertaining (see, e.g., Roth, et al., 2014). The question,
however, remains how politically substantive these programs actually are
themselves, but especially vis-à-vis one another. Infotainment and political
debates, thus, share that both (only) partly consist of politically substantive
information, and this paper develops an approach to determine their
relative degree of political substantiveness.

The second development we look at is the advent of social media, which
has considerably changed how citizens communicate with each other, but
also with political actors. Without constraints in time and space, people can
now (at least in theory) share and discuss political ideas. And, they indeed
do so: For example, the question how people use a so-called second screen
to comment on political debates has been studied repeatedly in recent
years (e.g., Jungherr, 2015; Shamma, et al., 2009; Trilling, 2015; Vergeer
and Franses, 2016). In line with Shamma and colleagues, who argue that
tweeting about television programs can be described as “community
annotation” because the tweets reflect the structure of the program people
are watching (Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010; Shamma, et al., 2010;
Kennedy, and Churchill, 2009), we use such social media reactions to TV
programs and political debates to assess how politically substantive these
programs are.

Such insights are important, because scholars of public opinion decide
which outlets to include or exclude from their studies (i.e., content analyses
or surveys) depending on whether these would be political or not. Whereas
for newspapers or newscasts the political relevance is not doubted,
entertainment programs, such as talk shows, still do not get the academic
scrutiny they deserve (Williams and Delli Carpini, 2011). Developing a
method to demonstrate the substantiveness of these outlets is of crucial
importance for breaking down the artificial hierarchy that exists between
news programs and infotainment (Boukes and Boomgaarden, 2015). This
methodology will also provide practitioners and policy-makers with a better
way to assess public perceptions, content and political relevance of
programs. Moreover, it will raise public awareness of the role that
infotainment may play in the public sphere of politics.

We collected tweets about two Dutch talk shows and U.S. primary debates
to answer the following research question: How can social media data be
used to assess the relative degree of substantive political information that is
transferred to the viewer through infotainment or political debates? The
content of tweets is examined to see how strongly a particular program
triggers substantive political reactions as a way to determine its political
relevance. Thereby, we show how scholars can move beyond the so-
frequently criticized reliance on genre to decide on a programs’ political
relevance (e.g., Lehman-Wilzig and Seletzky, 2010), and instead could
employ empirical data to bolster the arguments about the substantiveness
of the programs in question.

The rationale behind this method is that using formal characteristics of a
program like those found in its description is not sufficient to infer whether
it is hard or soft news, informative or pure entertainment, substantive or
superficial, when we want to say something about the consequences of
watching these programs. After all, media effect theories refer to the
content that message recipients in one way or the other process. Just
relying on genre classifications or content analyses, thus, does not
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approach the core of what is at the root of any media effect theory: the
processing of media content. Instead, we plead for the use of audience
responses, by analyzing discussions on social media, to make more
sophisticated claims about the political substantiveness of specific
programs.

Audience reactions reveal what viewers actually pick up from shows that
they tweet about. This is arguably much more important than a genre
classification and goes beyond an analysis of content characteristics. The
substantive information that politicians express in political debates, for
example, has a weaker effect on viewers than the way politicians present
themselves (Racine Group, 2002): Presentational style, thus, seems to
override specific content in terms of effects. So, apparently it is not only
about what topics have been discussed and are presented to the audience
— what a content analysis could reveal — but mainly about what attracts
the attention of the audience, which eventually has an effect. An analysis of
audience responses provides a deeper insight into what actually triggers the
attention of viewers, and may thus have an effect. Audience reactions show
what actually came across and, therefore, are a more detailed indicator of
an outlet’s political relevance and potential influence.

Research has shown that a non-negligible amount of tweets on political TV
programs address politically substantive issues (D’heer and Verdegem,
2014; Jungherr, 2015; Trilling, 2015). Hence, it will be possible to
distinguish between programs that evoke a higher or lower proportion of
substantive reactions. Using techniques of word-frequency based corpus
comparison, we aim to investigate the topics that are discussed regarding
different TV programs, which subsequently are used as an indicator of a
program’s political relevance. The implications of this are twofold: First, it
contributes to the knowledge about the potential outcomes of and public
reactions towards television programming; and second, it advances an
understanding of how social media data can be used to study political TV
shows.

 

Theoretical background and related research

The theoretical framework for this study starts off with explaining the
problems and difficulties of relying on program formats or content analysis
to determine the political relevance of television programs — or any kind of
media content. Alternatives are discussed, and a claim is made why looking
at audience responses is a valid way of evaluating whether a program is
politically relevant or not. Subsequently, the potential of analyzing social
media data for understanding political behavior is elaborated. Special
attention is given to the use of social media as a second screen while
watching political programming.

Spectacle or substance? Disentangling the political relevance of TV
programs

Studies on soft news and infotainment very often make a rough division
between soft news and hard news outlets (e.g., Baum, 2003; Rittenberg, et
al., 2012). Reinemann, et al. (2012) distinguish three dimensions that
separate hard from soft news: (1) news is politically relevant or focuses on
societal conflicts (yes: hard; no: soft); (2) whether news focuses on
society, politics or broader trends (hard) versus a focus on individual cases
by means of episodic frames (soft); and, (3) whether the style in which
news is presented is impersonal and unemotional (hard) or personal and
emotional (soft). However, dividing all news into either being hard or soft is
problematic because most programs are not purely hard or soft,
entertaining or informing. Such thinking in terms of “either-this-or-that”
extremes neglects the observations that most news coverage reflects
characteristics that apply to both hard and soft news (see Boukes and
Boomgaarden, 2015; Zelizer, 2007). Categorizing programs in these two
mutually exclusive alternatives is, therefore, artificial.

Another point of critique is the reliance on genre to determine whether a
program is hard or soft news. After all, increased market pressures caused
hard news producers to also be aware of its business responsibility to
attract bigger audiences and sell commercials (McManus, 1995). Hence,
traditional news programs increasingly report on political and serious issues
while using entertainment techniques (e.g., Vettehen, et al., 2011). To say
that traditional news programs should all be labeled “hard” and substantive
while infotainment programs would by definition be “soft” and non-
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substantive, thus, seems too simplistic. The content of infotainment
programming is in certain cases equally issue-oriented and informative as
news programming (e.g., Fox, et al., 2007; Haigh and Heresco, 2010;
Matthes and Rauchfleisch, 2013).

In a nutshell, claiming that infotainment programs are less politically
relevant than traditional news and, therefore, should be classified as soft
news per se, is too harsh claim and takes an elitist perspective on media
content (Althaus, 2012). Such a classification, thus, is flawed and should be
replaced by other methods. One alternative is to look at audience
characteristics and how these overlap between programs (Boukes and
Boomgaarden, 2015). However, this requires extensive survey data that
often is not available and expensive to collect. It would helpful to determine
programs’ political relevance based on data that are more readily available
and simultaneously reflect content characteristics of these programs.

The same issue, whether programs are substantive or merely dealing with
non-political issues, is surrounding political debates (Fox, et al., 2005).
Although previous studies have shown that debate content is most of the
time about issues and provides substantive information (Racine Group,
2002), candidate statements made in televised debates are generally a
combination of substantive political remarks regarding past political records
or future political plans with non-substantive personal attacks on one’s
competitors or a defense of one’s (not-so-flawed) character (de Nooy and
Maier, 2015). Moreover, meta-analysis found that debates generally affect
perceptions of the candidates’ personalities, but they do not have much of
an effect on the perceptions of their competence (Benoit, et al., 2003). The
provided content — mainly substantive — may thus not be the content that
is most prominent in the eyes of the audience.

The substantiveness of political debates is often subject of popular debate.
One of the most memorable debate expressions is Ronald Reagan’s non-
substantive “There you go again” against President Carter. This obviously
rehearsed statement simply intends to disarm his opponent rather than
bringing forward his own policy plans. Regarding the 2016 primary debates
for the Republican and Democrat parties, the media paid significant
attention to the substantiveness of debates with headlines, such as
“Democrats see a more substantive, if sleepy, debate than rowdy GOP
show” (Rucker, 2015). A clear distinction seemingly is made between
debates that, on the one hand, are substantive and talking about political
topics, such as immigration, tax proposals or education (Martin and Healy,
2015) and those, on the other hand, in which it is mostly about raised
voices, name calling, clashing, blaming, accusing the other of being a liar,
and ridiculing one another (Sullivan, 2016).

While journalists use their own experiences and observations to assess the
political relevance of debates, scholars still lack methods of doing this in a
valid, structural and replicable manner. In this paper, we propose to
analyze audience reactions to assess the politically substance of television
programs. The reactions of an audience can reveal the actual contribution
of media content over and beyond what it promises to do (reliance on genre
classification) or what is seems to do (reliance on content analysis). After
all, central in much thinking about how political news would ideally look like
from a democratic perspective is its ability to mobilize citizens’ engagement
in public life by means of discussing politically relevant matters (Ferree, et
al., 2002). This is a feature of political media content that is too often
neglected when assessing its democratic qualities (Althaus, 2012), while it
is a good indicator of its political relevance.

The second screen as remote co-viewing, place for debate and community
annotation

The use of social media while watching television has recently attracted
scholarly attention, using terms such as “social TV,” “second-screen usage,”
or “remote co-viewing.” Although this has not yet lead to the emergence of
one well-defined theoretical framework to study such phenomena, existing
research from different disciplines provides us with a useful starting point
for understanding the use of social media while watching TV.

According to Pittman and Tefertiller (2015), “[s]ocial media based, second-
screen co-viewing is a key indicator of involvement with television.”
Consequently, television stations actively promote this behavior to enhance
audience engagement and audience loyalty. Because online commenting on
television programs while watching it has increasingly become popular
(e.g., Courtois and D’heer, 2012), using audience responses to classify
television programs is now possible.
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While sometimes, specific apps for tablets and smartphones are used for
commenting on the so-called “second screen,” existing social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter are more frequently used. In the case of Twitter,
the openness of the platform encourages audience participation and does
not require central action, such as the creation of a specific group or
platform, allowing everyone to respond to TV content immediately.

Responding on social media while watching a program is a form of (remote)
co-viewing (Buschow, et al., 2014). It is known that co-viewing (i.e.,
watching TV together) is an important factor people consider in their choice
for TV programs, not only for entertainment but also for news
(Wonneberger, et al., 2011). Assuming that watching TV is a social
experience and that people enjoy talking about the programs they are
watching, it makes sense to assume that these activities are not only
occurring face-to-face, but on social media too.

Research has therefore addressed second-screen communication under the
name of “social TV” (Buschow, et al., 2014). Doughty, et al. (2012)
describe this as “inviting someone to ‘share your sofa’ through tweet
mentions and retweets.” [1] This is also reflected in the motivations of
viewers to engage in this kind of behavior. Studying tweets on a variety of
German television programs (including both entertainment and informative
ones), Buschow, et al. (2014) conclude that “tweets seem to be motivated
by two desires: to interact with the community and/or to engage with the
program.” [2] Yet, the latter was most prevalent, and indicates that social
media reactions reflect to some extent the content of the programs that
people are watching.

While studying second-screen usage from a co-viewing perspective is useful
if one is interested in social-psychological processes and the motives of
users to engage in such behavior, another angle is to focus on the added
value for public debate. Relying on the notion of a public sphere, one can
argue that tweeting about a program can be a platform for the exchange of
arguments. If it is true that at least a fair share of those who tweet about a
program do so in order to contribute to a political debate, then a sufficiently
large amount of their tweets can reasonably be expected to contain
substantial information that is passed on from the program. And indeed,
zooming in on the most retweeted tweets during a political debate,
Jungherr [3] estimates that 25 percent of these high-impact tweets
comment on the debate itself.

In general, tweets about political debates reflect the topics of the debate,
but can also add or emphasize a large share of other aspects, both
politically relevant and irrelevant ones (Shamma, et al., 2009; Trilling,
2015; Vergeer and Franses, 2016) [4]. So, because a vast majority of
social media reactions refers to the content or the guests of political
television programs (D’heer and Verdegem, 2014), these reactions may be
employed to determine the political substantiveness of these shows through
the eyes of the audience. And indeed, it has been shown that second-
screen tweeting can be understood as a form of “community annotation” of
television programs, because both the structure and the content of the
program are well reflected in tweets (Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010;
Shamma, et al., 2010, 2009). More specifically, Vergeer and Franses
(2016) show that topics like “housing”, “care for the needy,” and “Europe”
align very well when comparing the content of TV debates and Twitter
comments (see also Yldrm, et al., 2016).

One might have objections regarding the (un)representativeness of the user
base on Twitter. This is indeed true if one makes inferences about the
amount of support for a certain specific policy or candidate, and this is why
attempts to use Twitter analysis as a replacement for polling have been
extensively criticized (Gayo-Avello, 2013; Jungherr, et al., 2011). Yet, this
is less of a concern in our case as we are not interested in obtaining exact
estimates of percentages of the population that hold a given opinion.
Instead, we follow Jungherr, et al. (2016), who argue that tweets are a
good indicator of relative attention.

Because those who online post content about politics are different from
those who do not (e.g., more interested in politics, overrepresentation of
males; Bakker, 2013), they cannot be treated as a random sample of the
whole population. The same is true when the population is restricted to
audiences of TV programs: It is not a random sample of television watchers
that tweet about programs. Therefore, we cannot infer estimates of precise
percentages of how important a given issue is to an audience. However,
there is little reason to assume that the set of issues that the tweeting
subset of the audience picks up from one program differs substantially from
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the issues that the non-tweeting audience picks up. Thus, while being only
of limited use for obtaining exact estimates of proportions, we argue that
social media data are a sufficiently valid proxy for securing a picture of the
issues that people talk and care about while watching one TV program
relative to another program. In particular, even despite the bias introduced
by the non-random sampling, it allows us to obtain a picture of the relative
attention that is paid to issues between programs: After all, the decision to
tweet versus not to tweet most likely mainly depends on the characteristics
of the user (i.e., what strikes him or her or is salient), and only to a very
limited extend which of two (similar) programs the user is watching.

Specific research questions

So far, we have argued that analyzing audience responses potentially is a
viable way to measure the substantiveness of TV programs. We have also
shown that social media data, and tweets in particular, are a useful source
for information about audience responses. In two case studies, we
demonstrate how the most characteristic words of two similar TV programs
can be used to determine their political relevance. We compare two Dutch
infotainment talk show programs (Pauw and DWDD) in the first case study,
and for the second case study we focus on political debates for the U.S.
2016 primary elections between respectively Democratic and Republican
candidates. To answer the overarching research question posed in the
introduction, we specifically ask:

RQ1: How politically substantive is DWDD versus
Pauw according to tweets sent about these two
infotainment talk shows?

RQ2: How politically substantive were the primary
Republican and Democratic debates according to the
tweets sent about these debates?

 

Method

Case study 1: DWDD and Pauw

Like many European countries, the Netherlands has a strong public service
broadcasting system. While private stations play an important role, most
news and current affairs programs are watched on one of the three public
stations. We focus on two infotainment talk shows, DWDD (“De Wereld
Draait Door” [The world keeps turning]) and Pauw, which are related to
news and current affairs, but also deal with entertainment regularly. Both
programs are broadcasted every weekday on the public service station NPO
1 and are produced by the same broadcaster VARA. Both programs are
equally popular, as the average Dutch adult watches DWDD 2.0 and Pauw
1.9 days per week (Bos, et al., 2014).

Both shows have one middle-aged, male host (DWDD: Matthijs van
Nieuwkerk, Pauw: Jeroen Pauw) and invite a number of guests
(approximately four) with whom current issues are discussed for about 10
minutes. Both programs last about 50 minutes, and are produced in the
same building in Amsterdam. One formal difference is the timeslot: 19.00
to 19.50 (DWDD) versus 23.05 to 23.55 (Pauw).

In the Netherlands, eight percent of the population use Twitter weekly ‘for
news’ (Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2016). While there
seems to be an overrepresentation of younger people; recently, younger
people seem to drop out and older people seem to join (e.g., Bakker, 2013;
Oosterveer, 2014; Newcom Research, 2016).

Case study 2: U.S. primary debates

Between 1 February and 14 June 2016, a series of primary elections and
caucuses, in the run-up to the U.S. presidential elections on 8 November
2016, were held. These primary elections on who will be the party’s
candidate for the next presidential election are accompanied by several
televised debates. We study reactions to two Democratic and two
Republican televised debates: the New Hampshire Democratic Debate (4
February 2016), New Hampshire Republican Debate (6 February),
Wisconsin Democratic Debate (11 February) and the South Carolina
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Republican Debate (13 February).

Data collection and preprocessing

We installed DMI-TCAT (Borra and Rieder, 2014) on a virtual machine on a
cloud computing platform. This software continuously queries the Twitter
streaming API to collect tweets containing specific keywords. In the Dutch
case, the hashtags #dwdd and #pauw are actively promoted by the two
television shows and used by viewers that wish to online comment on the
programs. Between 6 January and the beginning of the programs’ summer
break in 2015 (DWDD: 24 May; Pauw: 29 May), we collected those tweets
that included the hashtags #dwdd and #pauw. This encompasses half a
television season (20 weeks), and most likely is a rather generalizable time
frame, because it did not include major political events, such as national
elections [5].

Because we are only interested in tweets that were sent while watching the
programs, a Python script was written to remove all tweets that were sent
on weekends (as the programs aired only on weekdays) or outside of the
broadcasting time. We also removed all days on which less than 500 tweets
were sent, to filter out occasions when the show was not broadcasted (e.g.,
during holidays). The dataset constructed in this way contains NDWDD =
78,162 and NPauw = 56,404 tweets.

The same Python script was used to do some basic pre-processing,
especially removing the hashtags themselves, links, usernames, numbers
and stopwords (i.e., extremely frequent words without clearly interpretable
meaning like ‘a’, ‘the’, ‘her’, ‘his’). Terms that directly refer to the programs
(like variations of their names and the names of the hosts) were added to
this list of stopwords.

For Case Study 2, we collected tweets that used the hashtags #gopdebate
or #DemDebate, which were the “official” hashtags promoted by the
broadcasters and consistently used by those who commented on the
debates. We retrieved NRep = 243,983 and NDem = 242,848 tweets, which
were sent between the first and the last minute of the debates. All
preprocessing steps were analogues to those in Study 1.

Data analysis

The pre-processed data were analyzed by a self-written Python script. We
determined the frequencies of most-occurring words in the corpora of
DWDD and Pauw tweets for the first case study, and in the corpus of the
Republican debate versus the corpus of the Democratic debate for the
second case. Rather than analyzing single tweets, we compare two times
two corpora, each of which consists of all concatenated tweets about the
program.

To identify the most typical terms for each of the two corpora (e.g., Corpus
1 being all tweets about DWDD, Corpus 2 being all tweets about Pauw), we
calculated the log-likelihood for each word to occur in one of these two
corpora [6]. This value shows how well the occurrence of a given word
indicates whether a text belongs to one of the corpora (i.e., DWDD versus
Pauw). In other words, if a term occurs much more (or less) frequently
than expected by chance in one of the two corpora, the value of the log-
likelihood increases. The higher the log-likelihood value for a given term,
the more characteristic this term is for one of the two corpora.

We followed Rayson and Garside’s (2000) formula to calculate this log-
likelihood: Given the frequency a of a word in Corpus 1 (i.e., DWDD), its
frequency b in Corpus 2 (i.e., Pauw), the total length in words of Corpus 1
c, and the total length in words of Corpus 2 d, the expected frequency of
the word in Corpus 1 can be calculated as follows:

E1 = c (a+b)/(c+d)

and its expected frequency in Corpus 2 as:

E2 = d (a+b)/(c+d)

The log-likelihood compares the observed frequencies a and b with the
expected frequencies E1 and E2. Formally, it can be calculated as:

LL = 2 ((a ln(a/E1)) + (b ln(b/E2)))

To say something about the political substantiveness of the tweets, we did
not only need to calculate how typical their words were in occurring in
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either the tweets about DWDD or Pauw (or Democratic vs. Republican
debates), but we also had to identify these as being political or not. To do
so, we used the following conceptual definition: A word is politically
substantive in case it refers to a political actor, a political topic, or a topic or
source usually associated with political matters. To be able to do so, the
300 words with the highest log-likelihood values were manually coded by
the first author to determine whether these were (1) politically substantive
or (2) politically irrelevant. Because the Dutch infotainment talk shows
often addressed hard news topics that were societally relevant but not
directly political, the words in tweets about DWDD and Pauw were identified
as “substantive” if these referred to (a) a person who is a political actor
now or in the past, (b) a political topic that has been discussed in the
political arena of Parliament, or (c) a current affairs news topic, another
journalistic media outlet, or a political topic expert, which are very likely to
have been referred to in the context of political issues at the moment of the
broadcast.

Analyzing content on the word level, on the one hand, offers a high level of
precision but, on the other hand, limits the ability to take context into
account. Hence, the current approach does not allow inferring whether a
politically substantive word is applied in a non-political context, or vice
versa. The strength of our approach, instead, lies in its simplicity: The
concept of word frequencies is immediately understandable, also for
stakeholders like practitioners and policy-makers, and it avoids introducing
a “black box” using an opaque technique to determine context.

To ease interpretation of the results and to showcase how they could be
communicated to practitioners and policy-makers, we wrote a script using
the Python module matplotlib to visualize the most characteristic words in
figures. We sorted all words on their LL value and selected for each corpus
the top n words where the observed value was higher than the expected
value. Thus, we have two columns (for each corpus one) with n words each
(see Figures 1 and 2). These were plotted in a figure in the following
manner: Horizontally, the words were positioned further away from the
middle of the graph for higher LL values. Additionally, the base font size
was multiplied by the square root of the relative frequency of the word in
each corpus; hence, more frequently used words were plotted with larger
font sizes. This allows distinguishing between infrequently occurring, but
highly characteristic words (because the difference in their share between
the corpora is still high) and words that occur very frequently, but are not
very characteristic (because they occur in both corpora equally frequently).
The former would appear far from the middle (i.e., highly characteristic),
but small (i.e., infrequently occurring); while the latter would be closer to
the middle (i.e., less characteristic), but with a larger font size (i.e., high
frequency). Finally, the words that were coded as being substantive were
marked with a shaded background: When there are more background
shaded words in one corpus, this indicates that a higher proportion of the
words were of politically relevant nature.

 

Results

Substantiveness of infotainment talks shows: DWDD versus Pauw

The comparison of the most characteristic words of the DWDD and Pauw
corpora reveals striking differences. As Figure 1 shows, virtually all of the
most characteristic words in the Pauw corpus are politically substantive. By
contrast, many tweets related to DWDD refer to artists like Anouk or Douwe
Bob, sports (“Elfstedentocht” [an ice skating event], “Ajax,” “Feyenoord”
[two soccer teams]), or other TV programs. The words that were politically
relevant often referred to individuals instead of topics (Aboutaleb, Mulder,
Prem, Churchill, Fekiz76 — all of them being either politicians or political
talking heads). As the comparably small font size indicates, despite
occurring more often than expected by chance, these words also only
comprised a rather small share of the words in the corpus.

Notwithstanding this general pattern, DWDD occasionally triggered
politically relevant responses. For example, the terrorist attack on the
French magazine Charlie Hebdo was frequently mentioned, just as the
supporting statement #jesuischarlie.
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Figure 1:Most characteristic words for DWDD (left) and Pauw (r
Note: The further from the 0-point on the x-axis, the higher the log-likelihood, i.e.   
of the word in the corpus compared to the union of both corpora. The larger the fo     

the word occurs within its corpus.

 

If we zoom out and look into the 300 words with the highest log-likelihood,
we see our initial picture being confirmed. Out of the 172 words
characteristic for Pauw, 25 (15 percent) were politically irrelevant, and 133
were politically relevant (77 percent): 24 words (14 percent) referred to a
political topic, 41 (24 percent) to a political actor, 16 (9 percent) to a
political commentator or expert, whereas 52 (30 percent) referred to a
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current affairs-related topic [7]. In sharp contrast, only one (one percent)
of the 128 DWDD-words was about a political topic, seven (five percent)
about a political actor, eight (six percent) about a political commentator, 18
(14 percent) a current affairs topic. So in total, only 34 words (27 percent)
were politically relevant, whereas 80 words (63 percent) were irrelevant. All
in all, the conclusion seems to be justified that Pauw is more politically
relevant than DWDD.

Substantiveness of political debates: Democrats versus Republicans

Turning to Case Study 2, as Figure 2 shows, tweets about the Democratic
(left) and the Republican (right) debates actually contained a similarly high
share of politically substantive words. We also see that completely different
topics have been addressed: The tweets about the Democratic debate —
among other issues — addressed issues of campaign finances, racism and
health care. Most prominent, however, is the Sanders/Clinton controversy
about the candidates’ relationship to Henry Kissinger, which also gained
considerable media attention (e.g., Allen, 2016). Additionally, Figure 2
shows that next to mentioning substantive topics, the second-screen is
used to voice support for a candidate, as evident by the use of additional
hashtags like #cruzcrew, #imwithher or #debatewithbernie.

 

 

Figure 2:Most characteristic words for Democratic (left) and Republican (  
Note: The further from the 0-point on the x-axis, the higher the log-likelihood, i.e.   
of the word in the corpus compared to the union of both corpora. The larger the fo     
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the word occurs within its corpus.

 

The tweets about the Republican debate, in contrast, are less diverse and
highlight mainly one topic: the discussion about the political consequences
of the death of U.S. Supreme Court Judge Antonin Scalia. This difference in
breadth is also reflected in the share of substantive words once we expand
our selection beyond the 35 words depicted in Figure 2. Taking all words
from both parties’ debates with a log-likelihood value of 200 or higher, 92
out of these 304 words can be classified as politically substantive, which
amounts to 30 percent. Out of the 93 words from the Democratic debates,
36 where substantive (38 percent). This was considerably more than the 56
out of 211 (27 percent) words from tweets about the Republican debates.
Hence, we conclude that the Republican debates were less substantive than
those of the Democrats.

 

Discussion and conclusion

We have investigated whether audience reactions to television programs
are useful to empirically assess the political substantiveness of these
programs. In particular, we were interested in creating a more
differentiated picture of these media outlets’ relevance than what is the
case with genre-based classifications like rather arbitrary distinctions
between hard and soft news (see, e.g., Lehman-Wilzig and Seletzky, 2010)
or journalistic evaluations of substantive versus “nasty” debates (see, e.g.,
Martin and Healy, 2015; Sullivan, 2016). Comparing tweets about two
Dutch talk shows, which both would fall into the infotainment genre (i.e.,
soft news), and tweets about U.S. primary debates between Republicans
and Democrats, we demonstrated that analyzing audience responses indeed
allows getting a more nuanced picture of the political relevance of these
programs. Our analysis reveals that despite the great similarity in the
programs’ formal characteristics, audience reactions differed substantially.

Our first case study shows that categorizing both DWDD and Pauw as soft
news without any further distinction does not do justice to how the
audience apparently appreciates these programs differently. They clearly
perceived Pauw to be more politically relevant than DWDD. This finding is in
line with research on audience characteristics of these shows, because
Pauw viewers tend to enjoy programs with news content while those of
DWDD enjoy popular news formats more (Bos, et al., 2014). Hence, we
argue that it is possible to place TV programs on a scale from more to less
politically relevant, and that this can be done by examining the responses
of the audience on social media.

Also in our second case study, we were able to demonstrate that two
programs (i.e., political debates) with very similar formal characteristics
evoked different audience reactions. The Democratic debates, on the one
hand, evoked reactions about a diverse set of political topics, while the
Republican debates, on the other hand, prompted reactions to only a
relatively limited number of political topics. Hence, the conclusion can be
drawn that the analyzed Democratic debates were more substantive than
those of the Republicans. This empirically supports the viewpoints
expressed by journalists (e.g., Rucker, 2015); providing a validation of
these findings. Yet, while the share of substantive words was higher in
tweets about the Democratic debates, the difference was less pronounced
than in our first case study comparing the Dutch infotainment talk shows.

The fact that the outcome of our analysis aligns with journalists’
perceptions demonstrates the validity of our approach, which is replicable
and therefore can be used for scientific purposes in contrast to the
journalistic accounts. Another example for the validity of our method is the
high popularity of the Kissinger topic in the tweets about the Democratic
debates — indeed one of the major points that was discussed in the media
after the debate (e.g., Allen, 2016) signaling its relevance and prominence.

Though our approach is a rather straightforward one, it allows us to shine a
different light on the political nature of television programs than has been
done before. We argue that the way audiences interpret media content
should be a much stronger determinant in the categorization of media
outlets being politically relevant or not. After all, a program may be part of
a serious news genre or contain particular content characteristics, but if the
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audience does not perceive it in that way, what is such a categorization
worth? Social media data, such as tweets, can be an indicator of this
interpretation of the audience and are a powerful, alternative tool to
investigate and categorize media outlets in terms of their political
relevance.

We have demonstrated a simple-to-apply yet insightful way to use second-
screen data for extracting information to assess the degree of political
substantiveness of different television programs. While there are a number
of other methods to extract meaning from second-screen corpora, our
method offers easy to interpret insights and has the advantage that it
focuses on the most characteristic words: As we can safely assume that
noise occurs in both corpora at a roughly equal rate, this noise is not
characteristic for only one of the TV programs and disappears from the
graphs due to a low log-likelihood value. There are several ways of
advancing our methodology. For example, one could consider using bigrams
or trigrams rather than single words to take the context into account in
which words are used; or one could extend our approach to compare not
two, but multiple corpora, using other measures to determine the relative
importance of a word, like the tf-idf measure, which weighs word
frequencies. It would even be possible to apply our technique to generate
real-time graphs of a debate.

Regarding the interpretation of the most characteristic words, the choice of
the number of words, ncutoff, that are interpreted (in this this study we used
ncutoff = 300 words) is inherently somewhat arbitrary and it is difficult to
specify a general rule. Choosing a too large ncutoff bears the risk of
including words that are actually not very much characteristic for one of the
corpora any more, as they have either a low absolute frequency or a low
difference in the frequencies between the two corpora. Choosing a too small
ncutoff, in contrast, focuses on a too small part of the corpus to provide
detailed insights. The choice of ncutoff, thus, should be informed by both the
interpretability of the results and by the numeric values. A limitation of the
current approach is that it depends on the characteristics of the specific
audience that is commenting on the programs. Although political interest
appears to be only a relatively weak predictor of watching news and current
affairs programs in the Netherlands and that situational factors are much
more important (Wonneberger, et al., 2011), we can reasonably expect
that Pauw viewers are slightly more politically interested than DWDD
viewers. This could cause an unwanted feedback loop in our data, because
the audience of Pauw might simply be more inclined to send political
tweets. However, not only is the difference of the political interest of the
two audiences rather minor (Wonneberger, et al., 2011), there is also a
considerable overlap between the audiences (Bos, et al., 2014; Trilling and
Schoenbach, 2015) [8]. Therefore, while one has to consider the possibility
of a skew in the data because of different audiences, we are confident that
in our case, this skew is of an acceptable magnitude.

For now, we applied our approach to two case studies; two different types
of TV programs (infotainment talk shows and political debates) in two
different countries (the Netherlands and the U.S.). Yet, by collecting tweets
about other television programs, Web sites or other media, one can easily
follow the same approach to determine to which extent these outlets are of
a political nature. Hence, scholars can overcome the oversimplified
dichotomy of dividing media outlets in either soft or hard news categories
(Baum, 2003; Boukes and Boomgaarden, 2015; Williams and Delli Carpini,
2011) and more precisely determine political relevance through the eyes of
the audience. This also means that future research would have to expand
on our explorative findings to come to a more formal description of
relevance, in order to provide researchers with a standard that goes beyond
relative comparisons.

In conclusion, developing the analysis of second-screen reactions to make
inferences about television programs has a lot to offer: While we
interpreted the meaning of the most characteristic words manually, it has
recently been shown that the topic of tweets about political TV debates can
even be inferred automatically using Wikipedia data (Yldrm, et al., 2016). It
should thus be feasible to measure the content of television program on a
much larger scale. Automated content analysis of textual data is becoming
increasingly common in communication science (e.g., Boumans and Trilling,
2016), but the analysis of television content remains difficult and labor
intensive. Applying automated content analysis to ”community annotation“
data from second-screen users seems to be a promising approach to close
this gap.
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Not only does the current paper have an academic contribution in that it
sheds more light on the subtle differences between infotainment programs
as being either hard or soft news and how to analyze these, it also carries
clear practical implications for media monitoring. This might be particular
relevant for public broadcast services (PBS): In democratic states they
have, amongst others, the task to prepare citizens for casting informed
votes in election (Curran, et al., 2009). This is why PBSs are subsidized by
states to inform citizens about politics and current affairs (see, e.g.,
Soroka, et al., 2012). However, it is very difficult to demonstrate whether
programs live up to those requirements or not and deserve subsidies.
Whereas now, it is very much in the hands of PBS managers and their
(subjective) observations or expensive content analysis to evaluate the
public quality of programs, the approach demonstrated in the current paper
allows for a faster, more objective, structural and replicable method of
assessing the political contribution of media content using the online
comments of viewers. Of course, the argument can be extended to the
performance of other broadcasters, public or private, on other dimensions
(be it political or not): We have shown a simple way to analyze and
visualize data that allows conclusions about which aspects of a television
program resonate with an audience. 
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Notes

1. Doughty, et al., 2012, p. 86.

2. Buschow, et al., 2014, p. 141.

3. Jungherr, 2015, p. 181.

4. Interpreting the words to determine relevance requires quite a lot of
contextual knowledge. Shamma, et al. (2009), for instance, were intrigued
by the frequent use of the word “drinking,” which they found out to be
present due the fact that many viewers were playing drinking games while
watching the debate.

5. This time frame included the Dutch provincial elections on 18 March
2015. However, these were not prominently covered by the media, nor
considered very important by the Dutch audience (turnout of 47 percent),
and therefore probably has a minimal impact on the findings.

6. Other approaches to determine how characteristic a word is for a given
corpus includes the tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
measure, which makes less sense to use if one has only two corpora to
compare. We also experimented with co-occurrence analysis and topic
modeling, which did not produce meaningful results due to the shortness of
the tweets and the over-representation of few terms.

7. Percentages do not add up to 100 percent because certain words are
neither of the coded categories.

8. The studies cited here investigated Pauw & Witteman, which is the
predecessor of Pauw and a very similar talk show program.

https://www.surf.nl/en
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